Trying to figure out Ko-Fi
Rewards — please VOTE and
Suggest
By Holly Lisle
I’m over on Ko-Fi now (instead of Patreon), and I’m trying to
figure out what would be cool to offer my supporters.
I’m shooting for “best rewards imaginable — that I can do
within the limited time I have to create them.”
So I’m asking for you to vote on what’s already come in, and
SUGGEST other ideas.
POLL HAS CLOSED BECAUSE I LEFT OUT SOME IMPORTANT SUGGESTIONS.
NEW POLL LINKED HERE

This poll is no longer accepting votes
Select the two rewards you'd prefer for funding my fiction
through Ko-Fi.
Monthly lottery drawing for one person who gets to
pick a topic for a post, ask a question, or some other
special reward.
A special monthly private blog post just for
supporters. (Your choice of content from my list of
what's possible if this option is chosen).
Unique, limited-availability T-shirts or other
purchasable items just for supporters, with my quotes,
cover art, etc.
Downloadable flash fiction stories OR downloadable
excerpts from novels in progress.
EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIBER OPTION: A live private hangout

from time to time on Zoom for folks who support me at
the monthly subscription level, with the chats becoming
later-release open video access on YouTube.
Early access to new classes (or new novels).
Other suggestions?
I acknowledge that my IP address will be stored and cookies
will be enabled when I submit my vote. I give my permission
for this.
74 votes · 148 answers
Cast YOUR VoteResults
And the help I need is your vote on the two possibilities you
like the most, PLUS additional ideas if you aren’t thrilled
with anything that’s come in so far…
So if you’re a supporter (or might like to be) please make
yourself heard.
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